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EMBEDDING ASSESSMENT 
AND FEEDBACK

?Essential Question:  
How do my classroom practices 
guide student progress and 
facilitate growth?

Assessment & Feedback 
function as an “Instructional 
GPS” System
• Assessment determines where 

students are in their relationship 
to the learning destination.

• Assessment determines what 
action is needed to ensure 
progress toward that learning 
destination.

• Assessment provides regular 
“updates” to the teacher and 
students throughout the course 
of the journey.

• Assessment drives targeted 
feedback in terms of...

…student progress toward 
learning goals

…when students are on track 
and when they are not… and 
just “where” they went off track

...how to “reroute” in order to get 
back on track, if necessary

Ongoing 
Assessment 
& Feedback

Clear Learning 
Criteria

Evaluation Tools
Reflection Leads 
to Adjustments

Multiple Pathways

The Cycle of Growth
Using assessment and feedback in this 
fashion facilitates an efficient cycle of 
growth for all students.

• Identify clear learning criteria.

• Gather data through assessment. 

• Provide feedback based on 
assessment data.

• Provide time for reflection and goal 
setting.

• Adjust the learning plan as needed 
and repeat with adjusted criteria.
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What are “assessment” and “feedback”?

ASSESSMENT: 
• Assessment refers to the wide variety of methods 

or tools that educators use to evaluate, 
measure, and document the academic 
readiness, learning progress, skill acquisition, or 
educational needs of students. 

• Assessment can be formal or informal.

• Assessment can be formative or summative 
(see definitions to the right). Both types are 
equally important.

• Assessment is an ongoing process.

FEEDBACK: 
• Feedback is a response to assessment data, 

whether the data is gathered formally or 
informally.

• Feedback is the process of providing students 
with evaluative or corrective information about 
an action, event, or process. 

• Feedback allows students to know whether or 
not their performance meets expectations, in 
what areas they need to make improvements, 
and how to make those improvements.

• Feedback is an ongoing process.

From The Glossary of Education Reform 
https://www.edglossary.org/assessment/

Formative assessments (often called 

assessment for learning because 

results are used to modify and improve 

teaching techniques during an 

instructional period) are in-process 

evaluations of student learning that 

are typically administered multiple 

times during a lesson, unit, etc. 

The general purpose of formative 

assessment is to give educators 

in-process feedback about what 

students are learning or not learning 

so that instructional approaches, 

teaching materials, and academic 

support can be modified accordingly. 

Formative assessments are not always 

scored or graded, and they may take 

a variety of forms, from more formal 

quizzes and assignments to informal 

exit tickets, questioning techniques 

and in-class discussions.

Preassessments “are administered 

before students begin a lesson, 

unit, etc.…” If preassessment results 

are used to provide the teacher 

with general information to guide 

instruction, they can be considered a 

type of formative assessment.

Summative assessments (often called 

assessment of learning because they 

evaluate academic achievement 

at the conclusion of an instructional 

period) are used to evaluate student 

learning at the conclusion of a specific 

instructional period—typically at the 

end of a unit, course, school year, etc. 

Summative assessments are typically 

scored and graded tests, assignments, 

or projects that are used to determine 

whether students have learned what 

they were expected to learn during 

the defined instructional period.

EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK
Is...

...clear. 

...timely.

...actionable.

...task-specific.

...thought-
provoking. 

...focused on both 
strengths and 
growth.

Is Not... 

 ...a grade. 

 ...just giving the 
answers.

 ...too vague to 
provide guidance.

 ...focused on the 
student rather than 
on the task. 
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How do I establish CLEAR LEARNING CRITERIA as an essential 
component of providing feedback and assessment?
• During planning of a lesson or unit, be specific about the content and skills 

that students are expected to master.

• Identify content and skills that are “gate keepers” for students moving on to 
the next segment of learning. 

• Build in regular “checkpoints” for gathering assessment data on student 
learning, particularly at these “gate-keeping” moments. 

• Design formative and summative assessments that evaluate the specific 
content and skills you’ve identified. Assessment of knowledge is important, but 
assessment of students’ ability to apply and transfer the knowledge is critical.

• Design assessments that require students to link, apply and expand learning.

• Proactively build in time at the beginning of each lesson to address the 
learning needs revealed by formative assessments.

USING ASSESSMENT & FEEDBACK

• Formative assessment should be 
conducted regularly enough that it 
can efficiently inform feedback.

• Formative assessment should reveal 
1) evidence of student thinking,  
2) the specific learning goals students 
have and have not grasped, and  
3) any misconceptions that arise during 
instruction.

• Formative assessment evidence can 
be collected in person via conference 
or conversation, on paper (written or 
illustrated), or via technology.

• Feedback can be delivered in person via 
conference or conversation, on paper 
(written or illustrated) or via technology.

• Feedback can be delivered to 
individuals or to groups of students who 
share the same learning needs.

• Feedback can be provided by the 
teacher or peers.

• Feedback can be delivered through 
tasks specifically designed to correct 
errors and promote growth. 

• The use of evaluation tools (e.g. rubrics) 
can streamline the feedback process.

• Don’t forget to differentiate assessment 
formats to match language 
development needs.
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What evidence does my practice provide for  
ONGOING ASSESSMENT & FEEDBACK?
• Before starting a new lesson or unit, pre-assess students’ prior knowledge with 

a quick quiz or on-line assessment. Evaluate the results in terms of 1) what 
concepts will prove challenging for the class as a whole? 2) which students 
hold misconceptions or lack the skills and prerequisite knowledge necessary to 
be “ready” for the new concepts? and 3) which students already understand 
the new concepts and will need alternative learning experiences to extend 
their knowledge?

• Utilize multiple methods of formative assessment throughout the unit to provide 
checkpoints for learning, especially at critical points in the learning cycle.

• Provide feedback (in response to formative-assessment results) as quickly 
as possible.

• Deliver feedback in manageable “chunks” - not too much at once. 

• Design feedback so that it provides students with information about what 
they are doing well/correctly. Feedback should also address misconceptions 
and help students take their next steps.

• Design feedback so that it actively involves students in the learning process.

How does REFLECTION on assessments and feedback lead to 
instructional ADJUSTMENTS for both teachers and students?
• After giving an assessment, evaluate it. Compare the levels of thinking 

designated in the learning objectives to the levels of thinking required to 
complete the assessment. Did the assessment provide the information you 
needed to determine student learning? Did it gauge whether students 
learned the content AND skills you planned for them to learn? Often it is 
helpful to complete this activity with a team or at least one other peer.

• Reflect on the results of an assessment with the mindset that it may, and often 
should, lead to revision and adjustments in teaching and learning experiences.

• Provide students with time to reflect on the results of assessments and be able 
to articulate what they mean in relationship to their learning.

• Encourage metacognition on the part of students by requiring self-assessment 
and/or peer assessment. Process the activity through discussion after students 
complete it. Ask students what they found helpful, what was not helpful, and 
how they would change it for the next time. Provide sentence/questions 
frames (many are easily found on the web) to support these activities.
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How might I utilize EVALUATION TOOLS in my assessment and 
feedback practices?

• Increase the specificity of self- and peer-assessment by providing success 
criteria to guide student reviews.

• Provide success criteria through an evaluation tool such as a checklist or a rubric.

• Use task exemplars and student input to develop descriptors of successful work. Use 
these descriptors to create a task-specific checklist or rubric.

• For skills exercised multiple times during a unit or units of study (e.g., problem solving, 
source analysis, descriptive writing, data display), develop a general, holistic rubric 
that can be used repeatedly.

• Model the use of evaluation tools as a class using former or current student work (with 
permission) or sample work pulled from the web or created by the teacher.

• Require students to reference items included in the evaluation tool when reflecting on 
their performance or providing feedback to peers.

How can I provide MULTIPLE PATHWAYS for assessing my 
students learning and providing feedback to them?
• Consider what type of assessment is best for the learning you are seeking in 

your students. While multiple choice and objective tests may be best for basic 
or concrete knowledge, consider alternative methods such as portfolio, 
project-based assessment, discussion or explanatory writing for times you 
want to evaluate student thinking and readiness to transfer learning to new 
and novel contexts.

• To increase motivation, give prompt choices in both aformative and summative 
assessments.  Ensure that all prompt options require students to exercise/demonstrate 
grasp of the same content and skills.

• Provide alternate modes of expression to allow students to show what they’ve learned. 
Gather assessment data (formative and summative) through written, spoken, and/or 
illustrated methods.  Students learning English or with particular exceptionalities may 
be better able to explain their thinking orally (in person or via recordings) or through 
diagrams than they can through writing.

• Consider allowing corrections or revisions to “count” when determining overall 
performance levels.  Place more emphasis on the fact that students arrived at the 
learning destination than on when they arrived at that destination.

• Consider allowing your students to participate in setting their goals for learning and 
in tracking their progress on achieving the goals. Involving students in goal setting is a 
positive way to help them invest in their own learning.
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Sample Assessment Formats Sample Assessment Prompts

Class Discussion “What evidence do we have that _____?”

Think-Pair-Share
“Where is the mistake in this _____, and how might you 
correct it?”

Progress Check

“How well did I [the teacher] explain this concept? Give 
me a thumbs-up if I explained it so that it makes sense, 
a thumbs-sideways if I could clear up a few things, or a 
thumbs-down if I completely confused you.”

Graffiti/Carousel
“With your small group, rotate through all the poster 
paper stations and answer the questions. Write your own 
questions, if you have them!”

Technology Check-ins
(PollEverywhere, Kahoot, etc)

“Which of these examples demonstrates _______?”

Partner White Boards
“Show me the correct way to [solve this problem, write this 
sentence, conjugate this verb].”

EXAMPLE ASSESSMENT FORMATS AND PROMPTS FOR  
GROUP PROCESSING TASKS
Use and monitor small-group processing tasks to gather general information on how the class 
is progressing, where students are getting “stuck,” and what misconceptions arise. Address 
questions and misconceptions as they arise.

SAMPLE SENTENCE STRUCTURE FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT: 
“What parts of my work am I proud of?  Why?”

“What parts do I still find confusing?  What, exactly confuses me?”

“How might I find answers to my questions?”

“Where do I think I could have invested more effort?”

SAMPLE SENTENCE STRUCTURE FOR PEER-ASSESSMENT: 
“The strongest [most efficient, most thorough, most impactful] parts 
of your work include… because….”

“The parts of your work that could use more development [detail, 
explanation, attention] include… because….”
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How can practices 
in feedback and 
assessment support the 
acquisition of the 5C’s 
in my classroom?

• Assessments should evaluate the global skills and processes 
fundamental to the discipline, such as communication, 
collaboration, citizenship, critical thinking, and creative thinking.

• Providing feedback - and time for students to reflect on and 
respond to that feedback - enhances critical thinking.

• Involving students in peer reflection provides opportunities 
to develop communication, collaboration, and critical 
thinking skills.

• Including questions that require higher levels of thinking or 
utilizing performance assessment of some type (project based, 
portfolio, inquiry-based, etc.) will improve critical thinking skills.

• Linking assessments to authentic problems or issues within the 
classroom, school or community can require students to use 
all of the 5C’s including citizenship.

Sample Assessment Formats Sample Assessment Prompts

Exit Slip
“List 3 ways to solve this problem. Explain which 2 are most efficient. 
Use 1 of those two to solve it.”

Frayer Diagram
“Give the definition, defining traits, examples, and nonexamples of 
mammals”

Concept Map
“Create a visual map that uses arrows to show how each of these 
concepts is connected. Label your arrows with the connections 
they demonstrate.”

Individual White Boards
“Show me the correct way to [solve this problem, write this 
sentence, conjugate this verb].”

Recorded Responses “In three minutes or less, explain the process of ________.”

Before and After Chart
“What did you understand about ____ before today’s lesson.  How 
has your thinking changed as a result of this lesson? 

Misconception Alert
What do most ____ graders misunderstand about _____?  What do 
YOU know better?

EXAMPLE ASSESSMENT FORMATS AND PROMPTS FOR  
INDIVIDUAL FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
Collect individual formative assessments to determine if whole class interventions were effective 
and which students still need support with specific learning goals. Responses may be written, 
visual or spoken.
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As teachers, we are called to continually adjust the sliders below to meet the changing needs of 
students while embracing the factors that reflect deeper learning classrooms.

STRUCTURE

TEACHER-LED

ACCOUNTABILITY

SURFACE KNOWLEDGE

ACADEMIC LEARNING

INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATING

FREEDOM

STUDENT-LED

AUTONOMY

DEEP KNOWLEDGE

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING

EMOTIONALLY SECURE

The PROFILE OF A CLASSROOM provides basic frameworks and prompts to guide 
teacher decision making. Content is based on these learning principles and pedagogies 
developed by Virginia educators. Access the documents at VASCD.org

Learning should…
…uncover student strengths through 
meaningful learning experiences.

…be defined by success criteria that are 
clear, attainable and cultivate future 
success.

…provide regular opportunities for 
students to make authentic contributions 
and connections.

…be active, driven by investigation, 
relevance, and application.

…foster productive struggle, persistence 
and growth through a feedback spiral.

…occur through meaningful interactions, 
partnerships, and shared decision making.

…ensure that all learners see themselves in 
the curricular experience.

…lead to maximum growth for every 
student regardless of background or 
limitations.

Teaching should…
…emphasize worthwhile experiences using 
essential knowledge, skills, and dispositions in 
pursuit of a solution or product creation.

…leverage interdisciplinary thinking and 
application to the world outside of school, 
including to career opportunities.

…utilize collaborative structures for learning 
and assessment with self, peers, and/or 
experts.

…include purposeful checkpoints where 
students set goals, evaluate progress, and 
plan next steps.

…structure time, space, and grouping with 
student needs in mind.

… cultivate classrooms communities where 
learners feel safe and confident.

…tailor learning experiences to be 
developmentally appropriate, aligned 
to learning science, and responsive to 
individual needs.

The Profile of a Virginia Classroom is a partnership between VASCD (vascd.org) 
and the Virginia Department of Education, with support from Jobs for the Future.


